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USPTO  ro oses to charge a $400  enalty for filing a  atent a  lication in non-DOCX 
format. This is a very bad idea, for reasons that I will discuss in detail. Only if USPTO were 
to make fundamental changes in its way of receiving DOCX files would it be acce table for 
USPTO to im ose a  enalty for filing in a non-DOCX format. 

USPTO needs to follow WIPO’s exam le,  ermitting the  ractitioner to file a “ re-conversion 
format” version of a  atent a  lication along with the DOCX file. In the event of some later 
 roblem with USPTO’s rendering of the DOCX file, the  ractitioner would be  ermitted to  oint 
to the  re-conversion format, which would control in the event of any discre ancy. 

By way of background, the normal way to file US  atent a  lications is in PDF format. With 
PDF format, the a  licant has com lete control over the a  earance of characters and 
symbols. 

Some years ago, the USPTO began beta-testing a system that would  ermit a  ractitioner to 
file a  atent a  lication in DOCX format instead of in PDF format. The undersigned was 
among the very first of the beta-testers of USPTO’s system for DOCX filings. As im lemented 
by the USPTO, the  ractitioner would u load a DOCX file, and USPTO would render the 
DOCX file in a human-readable PDF image format. As  art of the e-filing  rocess, the 
 ractitioner was ex ected to  roofread the rendered image as  rovided by the USPTO’s e-
filing system. The notion was that the  ractitioner would be obliged to catch any instances of 
USPTO’s system rendering the DOCX file differently from the way the  ractitioner’s word 
 rocessor had rendered that same DOCX file. If, for exam le, some math equation or 
chemical formula had gotten corru ted in USPTO’s system, the  ractitioner would ex ected to 
catch this prior to clicking “submit”. 

A first difficulty about this is that there is no single unambiguous thing called “DOCX” format. 
The history may be seen in the Wiki edia article here: 
htt s://en.wiki edia.org/wiki/Office_O en_XML DOCX exists in many variants, and in 
 articular Microsoft has a history of of making  oorly documented changes over time to the 
ways that Microsoft Word im lements DOCX formatting of documents. 

USPTO inaccurately characterizes DOCX as if one could be sure that any word  rocessor will 
im lement DOCX in the same way as any other word  rocessor. For exam le, USPTO says: 

There are several word  rocessors that can create and save in DOCX format, including 
Google Docs, Microsoft Word 2007 or higher, Office Online, LibreOffice, and Pages for 
Mac. 

That statement is disingenuous at best, and borders u on falsity given that there is no single 
unambiguous DOCX format. A more accurate statement would be: 

There are several word  rocessors that can create and save documents in variants of 
DOCX formats, including Google Docs, Microsoft Word 2007 or higher, Office Online, 
LibreOffice, and Pages for Mac. 

USPTO also says: 

https://www.wipo.int/pct/en/texts/ai/s706.html
https://www.wipo.int/pct/en/texts/ai/s706.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Office_Open_XML


        

           
     

             
       

              
           

      

           
          

            

         
          

           
   

      

             
               

               
             

  

           
              

           
              

         
                

          
          

DOCX is stable and governed by two international standards (ECMA-376 and ISO/IEC 
29500). 

This statement is sim ly false. There is no single DOCX standard to which Microsoft Word 
and the other word  rocessors are all com liant. 

To give a sim le exam le, consider this math equation in a  atent a  lication that I recently 
filed as a PDF-based PCT a  lication using Libre Office: 

As an ex eriment I u loaded the DOCX file of this PCT a  lication to EFS-Web as if I were 
filing a domestic US  atent a  lication. The way the USPTO has designed EFS-Web, what 
ha  ens next is that the  ractitioner sees this message in red letters: 

The PD (s) have been generated from the docx file(s). Please review the
PD (s) for accuracy. By clicking the continue button, you agree to accept
any changes made by the conversion and that it will become the final
submission. 

It is easy to see that this filing  rocedure, as contem lated by USPTO, im oses an enormous 
 rofessional liability risk on the  ractitioner. The  ractitioner is obligated to  roofread the 
entire  atent a  lication, from to  to bottom, for any corru tion introduced by the USPTO’s 
rendering system. 

Here is how the USPTO rendered this math equation: 

The alert reader will notice that the USPTO inserted a s urious digit “1” into the math 
equation. Had I overlooked this corru tion of the document by the USPTO, I might then have 
clicked “continue”, at which  oint it would have been USPTO’s  osition that I had agreed to 
acce t USPTO’s change of “0.2” to “10.2”. TYFNIL the accused infringer would be able to 
seize u on this. 

There are a dozen other  laces in this  atent a  lication where USPTO corru ted math 
equations; Equation 14 is merely the most striking so that is the one that I quoted here. 

As a beta-tester of USPTO’s DOCX systems, I have used a  retty sim le way of choosing 
which of my  atent a  lications I am willing to subject to the risks of filing in DOCX. Basically 
if there is any math equation or chemical formula, or anything other than very sim le 
al hanumerical characters, I don’t take the risk. Every now and then, on a whim, I will 
ex eriment with something like this “Equation 14” document, but I don’t risk any actual 
substantive rights of a client by actually clicking “submit” in such a case. 



               
               

               
         

          
           

  

              
               
            
                

               
                  
               

       

             
          

                 
             

        

             
       

             
           

             

        
              
         
         

        

  

      
      

           
           

            
              

             
  

But USPTO’s  ro osed rulemaking would  ut me in the untenable  osition of having to  ay a 
$400  enalty for every case that I file that has a math equation or chemical formula in it. 

If USPTO wants to  ursue this, USPTO should follow the exam le of the World Intellectual 
Pro erty Organization (WIPO). Like the USPTO, WIPO of course encourages  ractitioners to 
e-file using characters rather than images. Clearly all forward-thinking  atent offices need to 
consider ways to try to collect characters, because that is more efficient in later workflow than 
collecting  age images. 

But what does WIPO do so that  ractitioners are  rotected from the kind of risks that we see 
above with Equation 14? WIPO  ermits the a  licant, at the time of filing an international 
 atent a  lication, to  rovide not only the character-based version of the  atent a  lication 
(XML, in the case of PCT), but also the “ re-conversion format” of the document. You can 
see this in Section 706 of the PCT Administrative Instructions. The idea is that if later it turns 
out that some flaw arose in the generation of the XML file, or some flaw in the way the XML 
got rendered into human-readable form, the a  licant would be able to  oint to what the 
a  lication looked like in its “ re-conversion format”. 

It’s clear from this the sim le thing that USPTO would need to do, as a  recondition to 
im osing a $400  enalty for non-DOCX filings, is to make a  rovision for the  ractitioner to be 
able to  rovide a PDF version of the  atent a  lication being filed, along with the DOCX file. 
This PDF version would serve as the controlling version in the event that (for exam le) the 
USPTO ended u inserting a s urious “1” into a math equation. 

We can then circle around to the USPTO’s disingenuous statements about DOCX. If it were 
really true that there is some single unambiguous DOCX standard, then this s urious “1” 
would never have gotten inserted into the rendered  atent s ecification in EFS-Web. The 
very fact that this ha  ened  roves that USPTO is wrong when it suggests that there is some 
single thing called DOCX that means the same thing in EFS-Web and in all word  rocessors. 

There is a further  roblem about USPTO’s  ro osed $400  enalty for filing in a non-DOCX 
format, namely that the USPTO did not fulfill one of the fundamental requirements in the 
design of an im ortant system like USPTO’s system for e-filing  atent a  lications is that the 
system, namely that USPTO should not force the customer to  urchase any  articular 
 ro rietary software as a  recondition of use of the system. 

USPTO states, disingenuously: 

DOCX is su  orted by many  o ular word  rocessing a  lications, such as Microsoft 
Word, Google Docs, and LibreOffice. 

The USPTO  atent e-filing system calls for the user to u load a DOCX file for a s ecification, 
claims, or abstract. USPTO’s system carries out some  rocessing of the DOCX file, and if the 
DOCX file  asses USPTO’s scrutiny, the e-filing system “renders” the file as a PDF. The e-
filing system then tells the user that the user must ins ect the PDF file. As quoted above, if 
the user clicks “submit”, the user is deemed to have agreed that the PDF file is the official 
file. 

https://www.wipo.int/pct/en/texts/ai/s706.html


          
              
           

         

      
           

            
           

       

              
         

           
   

           
             

    

Im ortantly, if at some later time it becomes clear that the USPTO system introduced errors 
into the PDF file, the user is not  ermitted to  oint to the original DOCX file (as rendered by 
the user’s word  rocessor) as the authoritative document. The USPTO’s  osition is that the 
corru ted PDF file on which the user clicked “submit” is the authoritative document. 

Unfortunately, USPTO never actually tested its DOCX e-filing system with any word  rocessor 
other than Microsoft Word. And the software in USPTO’s e-filing system fails to handle 
correctly even a very sim le DOCX file created using Libre Office. It is recalled (see above) 
that Libre Office is one of the word  rocessors that USPTO  oints to as (su  osedly) being 
su  orted by USPTO in its  atent e-filing system. 

Here is the source file for a real-life exam le that the undersigned attem ted to e-file a cou le 
of days ago. It is an abstract, edited in Libre Office. 

As may be seen the font is “arial narrow” which is one of the fonts that USPTO says is 
acce table for DOCX  atent a  lication filing. 

But when one u loads the DOCX file into EFS-Web or into Patentcenter, the USPTO system 
 ukes on the file, stating (falsely) that the DOCX file contains a font called “lucida sans”. Here 
you can see the error message: 



             
         

        
              

           
               

   

              
             

              
         

            
       

              
          

             
  

          
           

            
          

      

I will mention that in this case, the USPTO also introduced another corru tion into the DOCX 
file, changing the font of the word “Abstract” to be “calibri”. 

This extremely sim le word  rocessor file contains no exotic characters, no Greek letters, no 
math equations, no chemical formulas. It contains only text. Had it been created using 
Microsoft Word, there is no doubt USPTO’s e-filing system would have acce ted and indeed 
welcomed the DOCX file. (I know this is true because I tried it in Microsoft Word and 
USPTO’s system welcomed the DOCX file.) 

But what I did a cou le of days ago, that ex osed this  roblem in USPTO’s e-filing system, 
was to use a word  rocessor other than Microsoft Word to generate my DOCX file. I used 
Libre Office. And USPTO’s system corru ted the file (changing a font) and  uked on it 
(stating falsely that I had used a font called “lucida sans”). 

From this it is quite clear that USPTO never tested its e-filing system to see if it would handle 
correctly the versions of DOCX format generated by word  rocessors other than Microsoft 
Word. 

This would not be so bad if DOCX filing were  urely o tional. But the  resent Notice 
 ro oses to  enalize customers of the USPTO who e-file  atent a  lications in formats other 
than DOCX. A $400  enalty would be im osed so as to “incentivize” customers to file in 
DOCX format. 

USPTO must scra  its  lanned $400  enalty for non-DOCX filing, or must  rovide for the 
filing of " re-conversion format" documents which will control in the event of any discre ancy 
in USPTO's rendering of the DOCX file. In any event, needs to  ut its  ro osed $400  enalty 
“on hold” until after it fixes its e-filing system so that it will work correctly with DOCX files 
generated by word  rocessors other than Microsoft Word. 
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